Bingo

Organising bingo is easy and you can hold it practically anywhere – from your school to home or your workplace. Have fun, raise money and make life-saving breast cancer research happen.

How to play

• Print and cut out as many grids as you need.
• Write in any number between 1-100 in each of the blank squares. It might be easier to get friends and family to help.
• Ask everyone who gets involved for a suggested donation of £1, £2, £3 or £5 (no donation is necessary to play).
• Call out the numbers 1-100 in a random order. Players should cross off the numbers when you call them out.
• Whoever crosses off all their numbers first shouts BINGO! They keep half the prize money or a prize of your choosing, whilst the rest is donated to your wear it pink fund. Have extra little prizes for the first people to get a full row or column too!
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